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I f  E is an ordered set, we study the processes Y,, t E E, for which the vectorial 
spaces gr generated by all the conditional expectations E(Y,/.fl for s > t have 
finite dimensions d(t) < N. (,q is some convenient filtration.) We first develop a 
geometrical approach in the general situation and give a “Goursat’s representation” 
Yt = C f;.(t)M,(t), where the M,(t) are martingales. We then restrict us to the cases 
E = Ii or E = IR * and give representations of the processes by the mean of 
stochastic integrals of “Goursat’s kernels.” The special case when Y, is the solution 
of a differential equation is considered. 0 1984 Academic Press. Inc. 
In this article we study square integrable centered processes Yf where t 
moves along a filtering ordered set E (in fact R or R*) and verifies the 
following property: Given an increasing family of fields {&, t E E}, i.e., a 
filtration and Y, being L$adapted, for every couple of elements (s, s’) 
belonging to E such that s < s’, the closed vectorial space (for the L’norm) 
generated by the expectations of Y, conditional to 5 when t > s’, written as 
& = sp{E(Y, IT>, t > ~‘1, 
is independent of s’ and has a bounded dimension d,. 
Hida [5] introduced this notion under the name of “Markov N-ple” when 
d, is a constant equal to N and for gaussian processes with an index in R of 
multiplicity equal to 1 expressed by the representation 
Y = 
I 
’ F(t, u) B(du) (1) 
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where F(t, .) is deterministic in L*(]--00, t], du) and B is a normalised 
brownian measure. 
Hereafter, we shall refer to this property as the “Hi&z-bounded’ property, 
or in the particular case where d, is a constant equal to N as the “N-Hida” 
property relative to the &-filtration. 
In this case Hida proves that if a Yl process allowing representation (1) is 
N-Hida, then F(t’, u) is a Goursat kernel of order N; i.e., 
(with some conditions of regularity on f,, g,). 
Pitt [7] generalised this property to the case of gaussian processes with an 
index in R, without any conditions on the representation or the multiplicity 
of this process, showing that if Yt is N-Hida it allows a Goursat N- 
representation 
(3) 
where {f,) satisfies some regularity conditions, and {M,} is a regular 
martingale. (It is then proved that the multiplicity of the process is bounded 
by N.1 
The latter representation clearly illustrates the notion of the “N-Hida 
property” of a process, an intermediary property situated between a Markov 
property and a martingale-type property. The property is similar to a 
Markov property in various ways, without being generally a Markov 
property: if N = 1 we have a simple Markov property between the future and 
the past for every time t; for any N, if t, < t, < . . . < t,+, are (N + 1) 
separate points, then the N + 1 conditional expectations {E(Y,, ].9J, j = 1, 
N + 1) are dependent for every t smaller than tj; the information to predict 
Yt,+, from 5 being summed up by the N variables E( Yfj / F,), j = 1, N). 
Let us note that tl,..., t, may be chosen arbitrarily close to t, and therefore 
in a certain way 8” is generated by the germ of the process in t: in particular, 
under adequate appropriate assumptions on the derivability of Y,, ~8’~ will be 
generated by the process and its derivatives at point s ([6, Sect. 31 in the 
case of R). 
The property is also close to a martingale property since an “N-Hida” 
property may be expressed by an N-representation from martingales. 
In the following pages we shall extend and develop in several directions 
the properties of the processes proving the “Hida” property. 
(a) Firstly the E-index set need no more necessarily be R but a 
filtering ordered set, typically R (total order) or R2 (partial order): the new 
difficulties arising mainly from the fact that the order is partial (Sects. 1, 2). 
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(b) Secondly, we shall not assume the process to be gaussian, but only 
centered and in L2. 
(c) Also, the family (6, t E E} is general: it is not necessarily a 
natural filtration of the Y, process (in (4) and (7), 5 is the natural field of 
the process). (s3;) is merely assumed to be increasing and Yt *-adapted. 
This more general situation does not create extra difficulties but provides 
new results in several cases. Therefore, in the same way that we usually talk 
of a martingale with reference to a filtration, we shall talk of the Hida 
property with reference to a given filtration, thus bringing this property 
closer to that of martingales, and hence moving further away from 
markovian properties, where it is natural to work with the natural filtration. 
When K=&(Y) we shall simply say Hida property. Let us note that if 
Y, is Hida-bounded in relation to 6, it is also Hida (the 8” spaces are 
consequently of smaller dimension) relative to 6(Y). 
(d) We shall not assume that the dimension of Zs’,, i.e., the order of the 
Hida property in s, is constant, but we shall simply assume that it is 
bounded and for this reason we shall talk of Hida-bounded property: the 
dimension of 8” increasing in s, a “progressive” representation of the process 
will be obtained from martingales taking “birth” along certain decreasing 
lines (points in the case of R, Sect. 2). 
(e) We shall particularly develop the study of the Hida properties for 
processes with index in lR2, and be led to introduce the notion of Hida- 
bounded in the sense 1: “(YJsER is Hida-bounded to a parameter relative to 
filtration (nonnatural) Rf = V, Gs Fuu”. This notion will be associated to 
the notion of l-martingale relative to filtration (X,‘). 
Under certain conditions we show that the Hida propertieq in both 
directions imply the Hida property relative to (3J. 
In Section 2, we shall study this type of property for much larger pasts 
defined from the o-field (in the natural case) generated by { Yz,Z’ + Z} and 
finally in the case of certain problems of statistical mechanics where the past 
is outside a rectangle. 
1. STUDY OF THE N-HIDA PROPERTY FOR A FILTERING SET 
We shall first extend a certain number of classical definitions to the case 
of a filtering ordered set. 
Let E be an ordered set (< will denote its order) filtering to the left and to 
the right (i.e., Vs, t 3, v such that r < s < v, r < t < v). 
Let (0,X, P) be a complete probability space, (3JlEE a filtration of 
(0, ;r>, that is to say an increasing sequence of subfields of F, each 5 will 
be assumed complete. Throughout this paper, {Y,, t E E} will be a process of 
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L’(P), adapted in the sense that Y, is .&-measurable (i.e., 6(Y) cs7; where 
s’;(Y) is the field generated by ( Y,, s < t}. 
For every couple s < t, let us denote 
(where sp(.) indicates the closing of the vectorial space in L* generated 
by .I. 
Let us note that if s < t < t’ 
l?y c a;. 
The following definition then adopts the expression “Markov-N-pie” 
given by Hida (cf. [5,8]). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The process Yt will be called N-Hida relative to (9J if 
for every couple s < t, 8: has an N dimension. The process will be said to be 
N-Hida if it is N-Hida relative to its natural field. 
From the preceding remark one infers 
if s<t<t’ then 8:’ = 8: = 8:. 
In the following pages we shall write gS = ~7:. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A system of N real, deterministic functionsf,(t), a = 1, 
N, will be said to form a Tchebychev system on a subspace A of E if there 
exist N points of A, tj, j = 1, N, such that the matrix df,(tj)),= lqN;j= I ,,, is 
regular. 
DEFINITION 1.3. M(t) = ‘(M,(t),..., M,(t)) will be called a vectorial 
martingale for the 5 filtration if 
vs < t Va= l,N E&f&) I<> = M,(s)- 
M(t( will be said regular in L* if for every t the random variables M,(t), 
a = 1, N, are linearly independent in L*. 
For a martingale of this type we shall note 9&V) the field generated by 
{M,(s), s Q t; a = 1, N}. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The Yt process will be said to allow a Goursat 
representation of order N relative to s7; if Y! may be written in the form 
Yt’ c .LW~,(t) (1.1) 
a=l,N 
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where 
(a) the functions f,(t), a = 1, N form a Tchebychev system on every 
subspace A, = {t, s < t}, 
(b) W) = ‘(Ml W,..., M,(t)) is a regular vectorial martingale for the 
& filtration. 
K(Y) c &(A4) c T is always true. The (1.1) representation will be called 
proper if 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Y,, t E E be an T-adapted process in L2. Yt is N- 
Hida relative to 5 if and only ifit allows an N order Goursat representation 
relative to ;7;. 
Proof. Let us first prove the sufficient condition. If we have (1.1) since 
the A4, are martingales 
Wf 16) = c f,(t) M,(s)* a=l,N 
8: is therefore generated by M,(s), a = 1, N which is a free family since 
M(s) is regular. Since by assumption tj > s, j = 1, N can be chosen so that 
(fa(tjl)n=l,N;j=*,N is regular, 8: is of dimension N. 
Let us prove the necessary condition. 
Let s < t and let us call T,, the restriction to ~9~ of the linear operator 
E(. I&) defined on L ‘. Since Y1 is N-Hida, vj > t, j = 1, N exist such that 
&, = {E(Yuj I*), j = 1, NJ forms a base of &. We have E(Yuj 1 K) = 
7’,,(Y,,. 1 2irJ and therefore q = {E( Yu, I&)} forms a base of c!?~ since dim k$ = 
dim ~5~ = N. T,, being bijective, let us call T,, its inverse. 
Now let s and t be nonordered, v a majorant of s and t. We write T,, = 
Ts, o T”f * Let us show that this definition is independent of v. Let Vj,j = 1, N 
be N points such that vj > v and that gU = {E(YFj 1 F”),j = 1, NJ is a base of 
Z’“. If gU = {E(Yuj I St,), j = 1, N}, then according to what has been stated 
above, KS and 6 are respective bases of ~9~ and gt. Moreover 
therefore 
TS” o TJW”” I 5) = WLI” I 6) 
and hence T,, 0 T,, is an isomorphism of ~9~ onto cF~ independent of u. 
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If (I, s, t) is a triplet of E, then we have 
Actually, let u be a majorant of (r, s, t), and uj, j = 1, N a sequence such 
that gt, is a base of 8’“. Then gr;, KS, and Kt are free in c%‘,., ~5’~~ and & and, as 
formerly, T,, = T,, 0 T,,. transforms the gr base into the KS base and 
T,, = T,, 0 To, transforms KS into gt. Therefore T,, = T,, o T,,. Let t, E E be 
fixed, and M,(t,),..., M,(t,) be a base of gtO. Let us write M,(t) = TttoM,(to), 
a= l,N. 
Since Tto, is a bijection, {M,(t)} is free and hence the covariance matrix of 
M(t) is regular. Furthermore, if s < t, 
therefore M, is a martingale. 
Since Yt E E;, we may write Y, = C,=,,&(t) M,(t). Let zI > 1, Uj > u, 
j = 1, N, with {E(Y,, 1 sT;),j = 1, N} being free. Since 
the matrix (f,(vj)),, l,N:j= ,,N is regular. 
Remarks. (1) The assumption used is not “E filtering on the left” but 
“for every triplet (r, s, t) of points in E, a majorant u can be found, as well as 
uj, j = 1, N such that {E(Y,, \FJ, j = 1, N) is free, for u E {r, s, f}“. 
(2) If {&(hJ,..., .Q,(t,)l is another base of gt;,, the change of base 
may be written 
and on every space & we have A,(t) = Ttfo o ‘Z o T,JM,(t). And if 
yt = s f,(t) M,(t) = y j==(t) A,(t) 
a=l,N a=l,N 
we have 
Therefore except for base change one single representation exists 
(independent of t). Two representations are therefore linear-equivalent. 
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2. STUDY OF THE N-BOUNDED HIDA PROPERTY 
Using the symbols of the former paragraph, we give 
DEFINITION 2.1. We shall say that a process Y, satisfies the Hida 
property relative to x if Vz, Vz’ > z, cF* = 8:‘. We shall say that YZ is Hida- 
bounded by N if, moreover, 
vz dim gZ < N. 
We study the case dim 8” < N. Since d, = dim 8” is an increasing function 
of z, areas S, = {z, d, = k} may be defined, which form a partition of E such 
thatifzES,foreveryz’<z,z’ES,, with h < k. In the following pages we 
shall build a Goursat representation, progressive in relation to the order, by 
defining birth surfaces of martingales which are boundaries for S,. The 
method can be applied for every space E, a filtration, and on some points of 
detail, with a topology compatible with the order. Yet, to make things more 
concrete, most of our work will be carried out on I?* presenting a partial 
order defined by z = (s, t) < z’ = (s’, t’) iff s < s’ and t < t’. 
The same order is used for the martingale theory on R2 [ 1, 11,4]. We 
shall write z < z’ for s < s’ and t < t’ and z R z’ for s < s’ and t’ < t. The & 
filtrations taken into consideration are increasing for the order. A line of R2 
will be said to be decreasing if no pair of points (z, z’) exist on the graph 
with z < z’. We shall write z < y if z’ E y exists with z < z’, and y < z if 
z’ E y exists with z’ < z. 
We shall now prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. If Y, is Hida-bounded by N, if S, = {z, dz = k}, and if 
Yk= Q-&l, then an M(z) vectorial martingale on R2, M(z) = 
W&>L-w and a function I : z -+ .P({ l,..., N}) exist such that 
oz<z’=sI(z)EI(z”), 
0 I(z) is constant on every connected component of S,, 
0 card I(z) = k on S,, 
0 @LW,e~~z~ is a base of 6, 
and in particular Y(z) = CaelCrJ f,(z) M,(z) where (f,(Zj)), = I ,k;j= 1 ,k is 
regular when an appropriate choice of separate points in any connected 
component of S, is made when S, has a nonempty interior. 
THEOREM 2.2. If R2 is substituted by R in the above assertion, yk is then 
reduced to one point at the most, which is the upper limit of the S, interval 
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when S,# 0. For t E S,, we have I(t) = {l,..., k} and therefore Y(t) = 
2, = 1 ,k.m M,(t). 
ProoJ We shall only prove Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 being very much 
simpler, since a nontotal order leads to cases where S, is not connected. 
LEMMA 2.1. if z and z’ belong to the same connected component 5Ffiorn 
the interior of an area S bounded by two decreasing lines (i.e., 
S = (z, y ( z < y’ }), a monotonous line in steps formed by a finite number of 
segments joining z and z’ exists. 
This result can easily be checked in a standard manner. A complete proof 
can be found in [lo]. 
If z E %Y’, z’ E g’, z < z’, we know according to paragraph 1 how to define 
the bijection TLLI : gzJ -+ 8X and we may write 
Using the lemma stated above let us define T,,, for every nonordered pair 
(z’,Z).IfC=(Z,Z,,Z* )...) D’ z z’) is a line in steps joining z to z’ let us write 
Let us show that this definition does not depend on the line in steps chosen. 
Let us at first assume that zi = z V z’ and i, = z A z’ belong to %?‘, let 
X’ E &,; there exists only one X, in c?~;, (which has the same dimension) 
such that 
X’ = Tz,,,X1. 
The T,,, operator defined by using the line which passes by z, will therefore 
be such that 
x= TzzrX’ = T,,,X,. 
We also have 
f, = T,,,,X= T+,X, = T+TzL,X, = T+X 
and the T,,, operator defined by using the line which passes by i;1 will be 
such that TZZfX’ =X and therefore T,,, = fz,,. 
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Now let us consider the general case of two points z, z’ E ‘Z. 
If z and z’ are joined by any two step lines, one may go from one line to the 
other by repeating a finite number of times the opertation which consists of 
“turning a step upside down.” Since none of these operations affect the 
definition of T,,,(c), the latter is independent of (c). The consequences are 
LEMMA 2.2. If one takes zO E g and (M,(z,),..., Mk(zO)) a base of /FzO, 
for every z of FF one may write 
Va= 1,k Ma(z) = L,wY(zo> 
and (M, )...) M,J(z) will be a regular vectorial martingale on g. 
We now want to construct a base (M, ,..., M,) of S, so that for every 
connected component %Y of S, a part I, of (l,..., N} exists such that 
(M,,aEI)beabaseof&YZifzE@. 
Let us fix a point zN in S,. We shall write 8 = Z”*, and for every z, we 
shall define Tz : B + gZ. For that let r be an upper bound common to zN and 
z. We set T, = Tza o T,+ (when TzzN exists, T, = Tzz,) and it can easily be 
proved that this definition is independent of <. It can also be shown that if 
T,,, exists, T, I = Tz ,z 0 T, . 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (M,(z),..., M,(z)) be a vectorial martingale on R2. 
(1) If at onepoint z, {M,(z) ,..., M,(z)} is a free system, then z < z’ * 
{M,(z’),..., M,(z’)} is free. 
(2) Zf at one point z, {M,(z),..., M,(z)} is a generator of gz, then 
Z” < z =2- {M,(z”),..., MJz”)} generates fFz,,. 
The proof of this lemma is obvious, by using the fact that if z < z’, Tzz, 
goes from ZYZ, onto &. 
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Denoting always by S, = {z; dim Zz = k) and by D, = {z; dim 8Yz < k}, we 
deduce from this lemma that, if D, is not enpty and not all R*, D, is the past 
of a decreasing line, say yk. We have yk- i < z < yk + z E S,, but each S, 
may include more than one connected component. Let G be the union of all 
the yk and 0 the set of decreasing lines included in G. 
We come now to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
(1”) Let us choose any point in S, and let E, be any supplementary 
of Ker Tz, in 8. Tz, estblishes a bijection of E, on gz;, and E, has therefore 
an m dimension. Let us choose for it any basis (MI,..., M,) and define for all 
z: 
M,(z) = T,M,. 
(M,(z),...,M,(z)) is a martingale, and one infers from Lemma 2.3 that it is 
regular. 
(2O) We shall use a finite recurrence method: let us suppose that after 
some steps, we obtain a vectorial martingale @Vi(z),..., MJz)) on R * such 
as, denoting for all z by J(z) the set {a; M,(z) # O}, then (Ma(~)),EJCr) is 
regular. 
Let us denote by ,Zk = {z; (M,(z),..., M,(z)) does not generate a}. We 
have .5Pk C_ Fk- I and 5Fk is not empty, except for k = N. Then there exists a 
line 6, in 0 such that 
zE9koek<z. 
Let &, be a point of one of the connected components, say @‘, of Sk+ 1 - G, 
such that the boundary of $F has a nonempty intersection with 8,. Let F, be 
F, = sp(M, ,..., Mk) c 8 
and E, be any supplementary of Fk. T{, cannot be identically zero on E,, 
otherwise, it would be a bijection between 8 and kYEbk and (ML(&),..., M,(Q) 
would generate ~7~~. Let Mk+ 1 be a nonzero vector in E, and 
tiZ M/c+ l(z) = TzM,+ 1’ 
(M,(z),..., Mk+ i(z)) is a martingale in R2. If z 65 5Yk+ 1, M,, 1(z) = 0, but 
M,, l(&,) # 0. There exists a line wk+, of 0 such that 
z<w~+,=+-M~+~(z)=O ~/is+1 <z*M,+,(z)#O 
M k+l appears then when crossing vk+, . 
(3’) After N - m steps, we obtain the vectorial martingale 
(Ml(z),..., M,,,(z)). On S, it is a basis of c!?= and by Lemma 2.3 
VZ (Ml(z),..., MN(z)) generates cF~. 
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Let us choose a basis of each 8= in the following manner: 
- take M,(z) 
-take M,(z) iff it forms a free system with the M,(z) already taken. 
Let US denote by Z(z) the set of indices chosen in z. If z E S,, card Z(z) = k. 
From Lemma 2.2, we deduce that if z and z’ belong to the same connected 
component of G’, Z(z) = Z(z’), and from Lemma 2.3 that 
z < z’ * Z(z) G Z(z’). 
This achieves the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Note. As an example, the following situation is hence impossible: z < z”, 
z’ ( z” and Z(z) = { 1, 2}, Z(z’) = {3,4}, Z(z”) = { 1, 2, 3}. Actually, if M4(z”) 
is a linear combination of Mi(z”), M*(z”) and M3(z”), this combination can 
be projected (by Lemma 2.3) on &, and gives that M4(z’) is proportional to 
M&‘>* 
EXAMPLE. In the next scheme, we give the values of dim 8z in the four 
regions I, II, III, and IV. Suppose a < b < d and a < c < d: 
II,b 
1 ,a 
IV,d 
Q 
III,c 
Let us consider the four lines 
-\Q -\Q 
line A line B 
$Q 
line C line D 
9i is the future of the line A. Let Y,, = (Ml(z),..., M,(z)) be a basis of 8” 
when z E I. Choose as an example & in II. To complete a basis of 8*;,, we 
choose martingales Ma+ 1(z),..., M,(z). They then appear along A or B. If it 
is impossible to extract from (Mi(z),..., Mb(z)) a basis of gz when z E III (in 
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partiular if b < c), SF2 shall be the future of line C. When completing the 
basis in a point & E III, we introduce martingales which appear along C. If 
9x # 4, it is the future of D and we can complete the basis. (Note that we 
should have chosen directly a point r in IV.) 
If V,, T/, , Vc, and I/, are the sets of martingales which appear along A, 
B, C and D, 
in I the basis is V, 
in II the basis is I’,,, VA, V, 
in III the basis is VO, V,, Vc 
in IV the basis is V,, V,, V,, Vc, Vu, 
3. PROCESSES ON IR: MULTIPLICITY 
3.1. Representation of N-Hida Processes 
Let us specify the results of Section 1 for the case where E is an interval 
T = [a, +a [ of R, a is finite or not, and Y, has a multiplicity equal to 1. 
Moreover, in this chapter, Y, and ;“; will be defined as follows: Let (Q,X, 
P, B,, t E 7”) be a brownian measure on T, 5 = T(B) being a complete field 
generated by B up to t. Then {Y,, t E T} will be a process such that for every 
t, Yt is in L’(.R,, ;“J, P) and therefore representable under the form 
Y, = k(t, u) B(du), 
I (3.1) 
i’ denoting the integral on Tn ]-co, t] and where 
F(t, U, o) is 59 x F measurable for every t 
(9 is the borelian field of T), F(t, u) being rU-measurable, 
(3.2) 
I 
* 
E(F(t, u)‘) du < co for every t. (3.3) 
The representation will be said proper if, for every t, ;“;(Y), the complete 
field generated by {Y,, s < t} is identical to 6 =T(B). F(t, U) being FU 
measurable, we have 
E(Y, / K> =I’ W, u) B(du) if s<t 
and therefore, if the representation is proper, 
EP’, I K(y>) = is W, u) Wu) 
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In such a case the representation is said to be canonical (cf. [5]). In [5], 
Hida studied the N-ple Markov properties (N-Hida according to our 
terminology) for processes which can be represented by a deterministic 
kernel F(t, u). Y, is then necessarily gaussian, and we find the two following 
definitions he gives: 
DEFINITION 3.1. { Y[, t E T} will be said to allow a proper representation 
with a deterministic kernel (B, F(t, u)) if Y allows a (3.1) representation with 
(a) F(t, u) is a real (deterministic) function, measurable in u and in 
LZ(t) =L2(Tn ]-OO,Z]) for every t of T. 
(b) for every t of T 
DEFINITION 3.2. We shall call an N-order deterministic Goursat kernel a 
kernel of the form 
where 
(Cl) the deterministic functions f, form a Tchebychev system on 
every [s, +co [ where s E T : c,, t2,..., tN exist bigger than s such that 
(C2) the deterministic functions g,, a = 1, N are measurable and 
linearly independent in L*(t) for every f E T. 
Hida proves that if a gaussian process allowing a deterministic proper 
representation is N-Hida, it has a deterministic Goursat kernel represen- 
tation. We shall use the following generalisation of the Goursat kernel. 
DEFINITION 3.3. We shall call an N-order Goursat kernel relative to the 
family {*, t E T) a kernel of the form: 
W? u) = 1 f,(t) g,(u) 
CY=l,N 
where the deterministic f, satisfy (Cl) and the g, satisfy (C2): gJu, w) is 
~$7 x F-measurable g,(u) is jru-measurable and g, 1, -co,rl are independent 
in L*(P x du) for every t E T. 
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The following result is inferred from Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 3.1. A necessary and sufjcient condition for a process 
allowing a (3.1) representation to be N-Hida relative to ;Z; is that its 
representation be an N-order Goursat kernel relative to ;T;. If, furthermore, 
the kernel is deterministic, the Goursat kernel will be deterministic too. 
Moreover, the representation is proper iff the process is N-Hida (relative to 
its own field). 
Proof. Sufficient condition: Let Y, be represented by an N-order Goursat 
kernel 
Yt = 1 f,(t) G,(t) 
a=l,N 
where G,(t) = ,j’ g,(u) Wu). (3.4) 
Then G(t) = ‘(G,(t),..., GN(t)) is a regular martingale satisfying (C2) relative 
to 5 and therefore (3.4) is a Goursat representation of Tt relative to ST;. 
Necessary condition. From Theorem 1 we can infer that Yt allows an 
N-order (proper) Goursat representation 
Yt= r f,WG,W 
a=l.N 
where G(t) = ‘(G,(t),..., GN(t)) is a regular <-martingale. Since the (f,) 
system satisfies (C 1), we infer that the G,(t), OL = 1, N are expressed as a 
linear function of the E(Yfi / a for some t,, t2,..., t, of the future of t. 
Therefore each G,(t) is square integrable 
G,(t) =I’g,(u) Wu), 
g, satisfying (C’2) because G(t) is regular and because each G,(t) belongs 
to L2. 
If the kernel of Y, is deterministic then a.s. 
(3.5) 
a=l,N 
On [u, + co [, N points t, ,..., tN exist such that 
Wf,(tj>> f 0 
and the inversion of the system obtained by writing the equation above at 
these N points shows that each g,(u) can be chosen deterministic. Lastly, if 
the representation of Yl is proper, 6 = ;“;(Y) and therefore the notions of N- 
Hida and of N-Hida relative to Z coincide. 
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3.2. Processes with D@ierentiable Goursat Kernels 
Let { Yt, t E T} be a square integrable centered process allowing an N- 
order Goursat kernel representation given by (3.4) and let F be defined by 
(3.5). 
THEOREM 3.2. Y, is differentiable in t up to order K iff the f, are 
d#ierentiable in t up to order K and if P-a.s. for k = 0, K - 1, 
f r’(t) g,(t) = 0. 
a=l,N 
We then have 
YjK) = c f F’(t) G,(t). 
a=l.N 
Proof: The proof is carried out by recurrence on K. If 
Y;“-” = c f i’-(t) G,(t) 
a-1,N 
we have 
ycK- “(dt) = -? f r’(t) G,(t) 
cl21 
;: f:-“(t) g,(t) B(dt). 
&I 1 
An interesting case is met where the G,(t), a = 1, N can be calculated in 
function of the Y, and their derivatives, the simplest case being where Yl is 
N- 1 times differentiable and the f,(t) satisfy the 
(C3) The wronskian matrix Df off;:, its general term being (f y’(t)), is 
regular for every t. 
If we write 
G$ = ‘(G,(t),..., GNW) 
Y$’ = ‘( Yt,..., YjN- I’), 
the theorem is expressed as 
YE;’ = (Df )(t) Cl;‘. 
One concludes that if (Of) is invertible, Y$ is a base of the space & on 
which the future is projected. 
In [7] Pitt studies the notion of p-markovian processes which in the case 
of R is reduced to the following notion: 
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DEFINITION. The Y1 process will be called p-markovian if the minimal 
splitting field of a(Y,, s < t) and of a(Y,, s > t) is generated by Y,, Y:,..., 
yk-I) 
t * 
Let us remind our reader that a splitting of two fields @ and 9 is one of 
the fields g such that @ and 9 are conditionally independent in relation to 
SF. 
If Yt allows a proper representation relative to B and is N-Hida, being 
moreover (N - 1) times differentiable thus satisfying condition (C3) for one 
of the Goursat kernel differentiable representations, then o(Yt,..., YjNP1)) will 
be a splitting field of a(Y,, s < t) and o(Y,, s > t). Furthermore Y,,..., Yj”‘-‘) 
are in a(Y,, s < t) n u(Y,, s > t) and therefore in all splitting fields of these 
two latter fields. To express the G,(t), a = 1, N as a function of Y, and its 
derivatives all these derivatives up to N- 1 are needed. Lastly, the N 
variables Yt ,..., Yj“-‘) are independent since, for the chosen Goursat 
representation, the G,(t), a = 1, N are independent and Df is regular. From 
there the result is deduced. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (Yt, t E T) be a process allowing a proper represen- 
tation in B with a deterministic kernel of N-Hida, N - 1 times dljjferentiable, 
where the functions f,, a = 1, N satisfy condition (C3), (of)(t) # 0, 
Yt = 1’ xf,(t) g,(a) B(du); 
then 
(1) Yt is N-markovian for all pairs of open sets Tn It, +a [ and 
Tn l--00, t[, 
(2) Y, satisfies the stochastic diflerential equation 
YfNP1)(dt) - (f, ,...,fN)(N) (of)(t)-’ Y(t) = a(t) B(dt) 
where 
a(t) = 1 f P-“(t) g,(t). 
a=l,N 
We shall assume for the rest of this paragraph and for the following one 
that 
(C4) a(t)#O on T. 
Y, satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
a-l(t)[Y’N-l)(dt) - (f,,...,fN)(N) (t)(Df)-’ (t) Y(t)] =B(dt) (3.5) 
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to which the functional differential equation 
Ly=h (3.6) 
is associated, where 
(Ly)(t) = a-‘(t)[y(N)(t) - (f, ,...,fN)(N) (t)(Df)-’ (t) ‘(yl,...,y’N-‘))(t)]. 
(3.7) 
If we limit ourselves to the case T = IR (resp. T = IR ‘) and lay down the 
initial condition 
y(tJ = y’(tJ = .f ’ = y’N-lytO) = 0 
the equation (Ly)(t) = h(t) has only one solution given by the Riemann 
kernel: 
y(t) = j’F(t, u) h(u) du 
for every LO. The solutions of the deterministic coefticient equation Ly = 0 
with no second member are f, ,...,f,. The general solution of (3.5) is 
therefore 
where 
yf = t: f,(t) (Im Vu) 
a=I,N 
A=‘@ 1 ,...) A,)= (of)-’ (t,) ‘((X- Y),, )...) (X- Y)y! 
If X satisfies the initial condition where X,,,..., Xjr-” are fixed, we note 
that X, is the sum of a purely nondeterministic process Yl and of a purely 
deterministic process Z, (not necessarily orthogonal). Covariance of process 
Yt is given by a Dirichlet form defined by operator L when the kernel is 
deterministic: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. When the Y, process is associated to a deterministic 
Goursat kernel, its covariance r(t, s) is given by the Dirichlet form 
r(s, t) = 1 L, r(t, u) L, r(s, u) du. 
T  
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Proof. According to [3], we have 
L r(t, u) = j’ F(t, v) L F(u, v) dv 
C,= y,, ii(v)?,ljfb(~) LO and therefore L,ryt, u) = 0; 
but L,F(u, v) = 
* if u < t then r(t, u) = I” F(t, v)F(u, v) dv and therefore LUr(t, u) = 
W, u>- 
We therefore have for every u, t, LUr(t, u) = l,,,,,F(t, U) which leads to 
r(t,s)=jfASF(t,v)F(s,v)dv=) Lor(t,v)Lvr(s,v)dv. 
T  
3.3. Processes Associated to a Stochastic Differential Equation 
Let us consider the following reciprocal problem: let Y, be a process in 
L’(SQ N - 1 times differentiable and the differential equation 
v aj(t) Y(j)(t) 
j=??-i 
(3.8) 
where aj(t) are deterministic and continuous, a(t) being *-adapted, nonzero, 
and square integrable. We will confine the case to T = R + and suppose 
moreover that Y satisfies the initial condition 
yo=y;,=...=yy)=o. 
If L is the differential operator 
(3.9) 
we have 
aj(t)y’j’ 
I 
(3.10) 
THEOREM 3.4. If we assume that equation Ly = 0 has N solutions 
f,,...,f,, the Df wronskian matrix of which is always regular, then the 
solution of equation (3.8) under the initial conditions (3.9) is given by 
Yt= j ' f f,Wg,(u)Wu) 0 a=1 
the g, functions being determinated by the system 
c f a)(t) g,(t) = 0, t = 0, l,..., N - 2 
Ck=l,N 
C f:-“(t) g,(t) = a(t). 
CZ=l,N 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If f, and g, respectively verifv conditions (Cl) and 
(C2), then Y, is N-Hida respectively to &. 
ProoJ The process X, = ,7&1,Nfu(t) I’ g,(u) B(du) satisfies Eq. (3.8) 
and the initial conditions (3.9) if X, is N - 1 times differentiable, the term in 
B(dt) in X(““‘-‘)(t) is a(t), and (f, ,..., f,)‘“’ (Of)-’ = (aNel ,..., a,,); we may 
write the latter equation as 
(f, ,.-,fNY) = @fM,- 1 y...y a,) 
or also LS,=O, a= l,N. 
Then let f,, a = 1, N be N solutions with regular wronskian for every t. 
Then g, satisfy 
t (8,....,8,) = (Of)-’ ‘(O,..., 0, a) (3.11) 
and in this case X, satisfies (3.8) and therefore 
tEIR+, P-a.s. X, = Yt. 
Remarks. (a) If T=R (or T=lR+) and if the initial conditions of 
(3.8) are YtO,..., yjr- ‘) known for a t, E T, then the solution is Yl = X, + Z,, 
where X, has the form specified in Theorem 3.4 and Z, is determinitic, deter- 
mined by the values of X - Y in 1,. If T = IR and Y, is purely nondeter- 
ministic, the following question may be asked: Do we have Yt =X,? Or 
equivalently, 
(-)-#qx)=(-)&qY)=o? 
(b) Assumption (C3) on f,, a = 1, N implies assumption (C 1). But 
(C3) does not in general imply condition (C ‘2) on g,, a = 1, N in the 
solution to (3.11). 
4. PROCESSES ON I?* 
The theory developed in Section 1 in the case of a filtering ordered set E is 
now going to be applied, specified, and developed in the case where E = m 2 
with the order introduced in Section 2. 
(Q,F, P) will be a probability space with an {&, (s, t) E R*} filtration 
to which are associated 
{CsE R) where ST: = .F$ = V FU,, 
u-c.7 
(4.0) 
{.ctE RI where .F: = .FzI = V FUu,, 
We shall start by extending the results of Section 3. 
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4.1. Representation of N-Hida Prcesses of Multiplicity I 
W,, is a brownian motion on R2. K1 being the field of W on 
R,, = ]--00, s] x ]-CO, t]. Let (YSl, (s, t) E IR2) be a process of L2(P) T1- 
adapted. The representation of Y,, will be said proper if, for every (s, t), 
& = Kt( Y) in which case we have .Fd = F:(Y) as well as for the fields 
F2 and F. 
In the following pages attention will be drawn to Hida properties relative 
to the zI filtration, and the Goursat representations will then be relative to 
the same family, Yz is in L2(52,F, P) for every z of iR2. We therefore have 
various representations of YL as stochastic integrals (cf. Wong and Zakai 
[ll], also [1,2]). 
Y-representation 
Yz = jRe F(z; 4 WV3 + jtRv,2 Hk t, 6’) W(&) W(&‘) (4.1) 
where for every z, F(z; 0 is jrb-adapted, while H(z; <, [‘) is qvr, adapted 
equal to zero outside {< R <‘}, 
L’(R;). 
with, for every z F(z; .) E L2(R,), H(z; ., .) E 
A representation of this kind is canonical for 3 which means that for 
every zO < z: 
E(Y, I?,>= jR7 F(z;t-) W(&)+ jtR /WX') W&-1 W&3 
'0 '0 
as well as for F’ and X2: 
Wz I Ff,> = jRso Iu W; t) W&> + j WY t, 5') W(dY) W(&'). (Rs,,.m)* 
(Remark: the representation will not be canonical relative to the .Fz-family, 
since we then have 
E(Y, I E:,> = j W; 0 W(dY) 
Q,, 
+ 
I (Qr,P 
WWz; t-7 t’) I K,J W4 WW’) 
where Q,, = { [ E iR 2, [ $ zO} and z,, < z.) 
.F-representation 
Yz = J F, k 0 W&l R, (4.2) 
where for every z, F,(z; 0 is X:-adapted in L2. (We in fact have Fl(z; <) = 
F(Z; t) + ,“R, H(z; ‘t’~ t) VW’).) 
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This representation is canonical relative to yf . If the Y, process is N- 
Hida relative to K we may express it Y, = ,7J,= r,&(z) M,(z), where M, is 
a martingale for r. Since {f,} is a Tchebychev system, the M, martingales 
are a linear function of E(Yzi / 3J at N points z, ,..., z,,, of the future of z. The 
M, martingales are in L2, and according to Wong and Zakai representation 
theorem ([6]) we have 
M,(z) = J g,(r) W&) + J k,(t-3 t-‘1 WdO W&‘) 
RZ CR,)* 
where 
(Cl) gJr) 
I 
is in L*(2& k,(<, <‘) in L*(2&,), 
the latter being equal to zero if we do not have < * c’. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Representation (4.1) will be said to be a Goursat bi- 
kernel representation of Y relative to 6 if 
F(z; 0 = x s,(z>g,(r) 
a=l,N 
where (C 1) and (C2): the (f, , a = 1, N1 system is a Tchebychev system on 
{z, z > zo} for every zO. 
Lastly, M(z) = {M,, a = 1, NJ is a regular martingale. 
When g,, k, , a = 1, N are deterministic, we shall speak of a deterministic 
bi-kernel. When all the k, are equal to zero, we shall speak of a Goursat 
kernel. 
Remark. Let us note that any M, martingale may be divided into two 
orthogonal parts: its strong martingale part (g, e IV), , and (k, . WW), . 
From this we gather that linear independence of M,, a = 1, N in Lz will be 
implied, either by that of g,, a = 1, N in L2(Rz) (more precisely, L*(J2 X R,, 
P X &)), or by that of K, in L*(Rz) for every z of R*. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) A necessary and suflcient condition for an L2 
process to be N-Hida relative to E is that it be represented by an N order 
Goursat bi-kernel relative to S; . 
(b) If it is expressed by Y, = ,fR,F,(z; <) W(d@, where F,(z; <) is 4 
adapted, it has an N-order Goursat kernel representation. The M, 
martingales are then strong. 
(c) If, moreover, F,(z; r) is deterministic, it has an N order deter- 
ministic Goursat kernel representation: g, is deterministic, each M,(z) 
strong martingale is gaussian. 
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Proof. (a) It is derived immediately from what is written above. 
(b) We may write, if z = (s, t) F,(z; <) = C,= i.,,fa(z) L,(t, <) where, 
if t = (4 v>, L,(t, 4 = g,(l) + .fRut UC, 0 WW. 
g,(r) being 4-measurable, one infers that C, = i J=(z) ], uL k(<‘, c) I+‘(&‘) is 
Xl-measurable, and therefore equal to its expectation conditional to 4 
which is equal to zero: JRul [Ca=,,Nfa(~) k,(r’, c)] W(&‘) = 0. Therefore, 
for every r < z, <’ = (u’, v’) * r, U’ < t, Ca= l,Nfa(~) k(& <‘) = 0. 
Let z i ,..., zN be N points of the future of r V <’ at which det(S, ( zi) # 0. 
From the system C,= l,Nfu(~i) k(<, r’) = 0, i = 1, N, we infer k,(<, <‘) = 0, 
CL = 1, N. Then by writing F,(z, <) = C,= i,&(z) g,(r) for z = zi ,..., zN, we 
infer that g,(r) is deterministic. 
4.2. Hida Properties Relative to jr’ and ST2 Fields 
DEFINITION 4.2. The process (Y,, z E R*) will be said N-Hida for the 
.7; fields, or N-Hida’, if for every t and every pair (s, s’), s < s’, the space 
sp{E(Y,, IX:), s’ < a) has an N dimension; it will in such a case be denoted 
g(l) 
st . 
DEFINITION 4.3. Y, will be said to allow an N-order 1-Goursat represen- 
tation relative to Ff if it may be expressed as 
yz = x fa(z)M,(z) 
a=l.N 
where 
(C 1) for every t the N functions of s, f,(s, t), form a Tchebychev 
system on any [so, +a3 [; 
c-1 -WI = ‘W,(z),..., MN(Z)) is a regular vectorial l-martingale 
relative to ST:. 
Lastly, the l-representation will be called proper if, Vs, Fb =Fi(Y). 
THEOREM 4.2. Y, is N-Hida’ for 3-i iff it has an N order 1 - Goursat 
representation for y:. 
All we need is to use the proof of Theorem 1, t being set, for the processes 
in s conditioned by Fi. 
Case of multiplicity 1. Let us for one instant return to the assumptions 
made in the former paragraph 4.1. We then show, Y being in L*, that the 
M,(z) l-martingales are in L2. They are therefore expressed under the form 
Ma(z) = j- LO, 8 W&) (cf. [1,4]). 
R: 
683/15/3-6 
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L,(t; <) being in Lz(KU,) if r = (u, v), and if Y, = JRzFl(z; <) W(&) 
(representation (4.2)) we have 
F,(z; r) = c f,(z) UC 0 (4.3) 
n=l,N 
If F,(z; <) is q-adapted, so are the N functions L,(t; r). Since N values 
u,,***, z+,, larger than u exist such that detdf,(ui, t)) # 0 the system of 
equations (4-3) taken in (zi = (ui, t) is invertible. If F,(z; <) is deterministic 
(in which case Y, is gaussian), the same proof shows that each L, is deter- 
ministic (in which case each M, l-martingale is gaussian). 
THEOREM 4.3. (a) A squared integrable centered process, represented 
in relation to a W brownian measure, is N-Hida’ for ;“: iff it allows a l- 
Goursat representation relative to 3,’ where 
L,(t; <) being Xi-adapted. 
(b) If Y, = lR,F,(z; 5) W(dQ and if F,(z; <) is .q-adapted, the same 
will apply to each L,. 
Hida’ and Hida processes. Once again (Q, .F, ;“;, P) is general. It 
would be a mistake to think that a process satisfying the N-Hida property 
relative to the fli and 9-f fields always satisfies this property relative to the 
;3; fields. 
COUNTER EXAMPLE. Consider the kernel defined on ]- 1, +co [ ‘: 
F(s, t; u, v) = 2(t + u) + 2(s - t)(l + v) 
= (1 + s - t)(s + u + v) + (1 - s + t)(s + 24 - v). 
One can prove that the associated process is 2-Hida’, 2-Hida2, but 3-Hida. 
In the same way if Y, is a process at the same time that is bothp-Hida’ and 
q-Hida’, then it is in general not true that Y, is N-Hida or even Hida- 
bounded for the 5 fields (cf. [IO] for a counter example). 
Throughout the end of this paragraph and in the two following ones, the 
fields Ff and Sri are conditionally orthogonal relative to 5, if we write 
Ef = E(. 1 Xi) E; = E(. ) F;) Es, = EC. 16). 
Assumption (H): E,, = E: 0 Ez = Et o E,‘. 
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THEOREM 4.4. If (p, q) is a pair of integers and if Y, satisfies the 
assumptions 
* Y, is Hidal-bounded by p, that is to say such that V(s, t), 
dim 8::) <p, 
* for every t,, tb, t, < t6, there exist t, ,..., t, larger than t6 such that \ds, 
{E( YStj I FtJ, j = 1, q} generates a$o), 
then Y, is Hida, bounded by p . q, relative to &. 
This theorem will be useful in Part II [9] and is the key to the study of 25 
markovian processes. 
Proof. Let us have 
a:;; = sp(E(YS,t IX,‘,), so < s’} = sp{E(Y,q IF,,), SO < s’}; 
then dim 8 iz <p. Whatever to < tl, < t, < .a. < t, may be chosen such that 
(‘) Vu, {E(Yutj I Ff,), j = L4j generates ~,olo. Let < = (u, v) be a point of the 
future of z. = (so, to). We have 
w, I E,) = ww, I e,> I E,l* 
E( Y, ( F:,) being in 8’$, we can write 
E(Yl I Ffo) = s njE(yulj I CJ 
j=l,S 
and therefore 
j=l,q 
Y, being Hida’-bounded by p, whatever s; > so, at most p values s,~,..., Spjj 
(where pj < p) may be chosen for each ii such that E(YSkjtj 1 Xf,), k = l,pj 
(‘) generate rFSOrl. E( Y,,, ( FiO) being in this space, it is a linear combination of 
this generator. Lastly, 
E(Yt I*,> = x 1, C Pj/&‘(Yskjtj I sT;.otJ* 
j= 14 k=l,Pj 
We have therefore exhibited a generator with at the very most p.q. vectors 
of the gzO space. dim gz;, <p.q. Moreover, the choice of s6 and th being 
arbitrary, we were able to choose this generator in the future of any point zh 
of the future of zo. Therefore Y, is Hida-bounded by p.q. 
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Remarks. (a) If furthermore we suppose that Y, is p-Hida’ and q- 
Hida’ then 
dim ait) = p < dim &,, 
dim 8::’ = q < dim ~8”~ 
and therefore max{ p, q} < dim 8;, <p . q. In particular, if p = 1, Y, will be 
q-Hida. 
(b) Let us denote d, = dim Zz. We know that d, increases and has 
p . q upper bound. Denote N = sup d, and S = {z E R*, d, = N}. Then S is 
nonempty and satisfies (z E S, z < z’) + z’ E S, and on S, Y is N-Hida. 
(c) If Y, is separately stationary in s and in t, we have 
V(h, k) E IR’, dim gs’,, = dim c!?~;+~,* = dim Zs,l+k 
and therefore Y, is N-Hida. 
If Y, is stationary in the direction (h, k), h > 0, k > 0, take z0 such that 
dz, = N. Whatever z, a real number I exists such that z0 < z + Z(h, k). 
Therefore d, = dr+lch,kJ = N and Y2 is N-Hilda. 
Examples of p-Hida’ and q-Hida processes can be given which are not 
constantly Hida on all R2 (cf. [lo]). 
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